LEARNING DAIFUKI/SASHIKO EMBROIDERY WITH THE JICC
Nowadays, the Japanese word boro is as common as wabi-sabi among the textile and fashion cognoscenti.
Textile museums around the world have highlighted this unique Japanese patchwork technique originating
from the Tōhoku region, establishing it as part of world textile history. Now, contemporary designers like
Nakazato Yuima are drawing inspiration from boro in how they approach the construction of their
cutting-edge garments.
In her book, Boro: Rags and Tatters from the Far North of Japan, Koide Yukiko explains that originally,
boro was born out of necessity in the extreme north of Japan, where cotton cannot grow. Cotton fabric
was such a precious commodity that every piece of it was saved for repurposing. It was even passed down
through generations, as a full garment or even as remnants.
Sashiko is an embroidery technique used on boro items to simultaneously decorate and reinforce the
fabric. The story of the Tōhoku region’s former hardship can be found in the beautiful boro patchworks of
treasured fabric pieces and their multi-purpose sashiko designs.
Recently, sashiko has gained popularity alongside boro, and it is enjoyed all over the world as a stylish and
sustainable approach to fashion and repurposing household items. Check out #sashiko on Instagram and
find more exciting examples for yourself!

How to make a daifuki* (tabletop wipe) with sashiko embroidery
*Not to be confused with edible daifuku

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
• Soft fabric that would otherwise be discarded
(Pictured: an old pillow case)
• Ironing board and iron
• Embroidery needle and loop of floss
• Regular needle and thread for temporary tacking
• Ruler (1.5” wide

LET’S BEGIN!
1. Iron the fabric

2. Cut the fabric to 37” x 10” (This will make a roughly 12” x 9” daifuki)

3. Fold 1/2 inch of fabric in along both long sides and one short side, and iron the folds

4. On a flat surface, fold into thirds, starting with the un-folded end toward the center, adjusting until each
section is even. Then fold the remaining third over that, making a 3-layered cloth about 12” x 9” in size

5. Using regular needle and thread, tack open sides
together, placing stitches approx 1” apart

6. Mark 1/4 inch in from each side and connect
to draw that perimeter with the marking pencil

7. Mark the center of each side and draw bisecting
lines to find the center point

8. Using the ruler, make a grid on the fabric
the width of the ruler

9. Mark every other
intersecting point

11. Prepare embroidery needle and floss
(See Tip 1)

10. Connect the dots
with diagonal lines

TIP 1: Embroidery floss comes in a big loop. If, like us, you are a novice at embroidery, you can just snip
the loop at one point to make many threads of a convenient length.
12. Using a running stitch, start stitching along the marked line of the perimeter from step six, creating 3
stitches per inch. (See Tip 2) The knot at the end of thread is not used with sashiko

TIP 2: A regular stitch usually has a knot at the end of the thread to hold the thread in place. For
sashiko, the knot is omitted to keep the fabric flat. To begin the stitches, make a few stitches running in
the opposite direction. Return the stitches by passing the thread in between layers of fabric under the
last stitch (not visible) and then go over from the second-to-last stitch and on (makes stitching visible and
thicker). **note the red and blue colors are only to indicate direction of one continuous used thread.

blue line is going in the direction you want to run the stitches
pink line is going in the opposite direction

13. After stitching all around the perimeter, start stitching the design while keeping in mind:
•
•
•
•
•

Keep 3 stitches per inch, 4 stitches per inch for a diagonal line
There is no particular order to stitching all the design
Keep the shortest connection to the next line
You can stitch over lines you have already stitched in order to transition to another line
In some cases, in order to avoid making the stitch lines too thick or to transition to a different line,
hide the thread in between layers of fabric (See Tip 3)

TIP 3: When the distance between two lines is far apart, and you still don’t want to cut the thread and
you don’t want to make stitches too thick, pass the thread in between layers of fabric so that the thread
is invisible.
TIP 4: Ending the stitching at the end of a thread is the reverse of the process of starting the stitching

14. Wash the daifuki and take out the temporary stitching

